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11 Building Materials 
 Prepared by: Riccardo Vannucci, André Ullal, September 2018. 

This section outlines predominant materials used for various components of buildings: floor, roof, 

walls, doors and windows, fittings and fixtures, and finishes. Direct observations are the primary 

source of information to describe availability and use of building materials on Rapa Nui. Although the 

Chilean Population and Household Census includes statistics on building materials use taken from 

building permit records [1], the reliability of these statistics is limited by the accuracy of information 

submitted by permit applicants.  

In general, manufactured building materials and components must be transported to the Island from 

Chile. Thus, manufactured materials are either produced in Chile or imported from foreign producers 

via the Chilean ports of Valparaiso and San Antonio. Beyond any economic restrictions arising from 

high costs of transporting bulky construction materials, transportation from mainland Chile to Rapa 

Nui is restricted by the carrying capacity of two vessel types. The ship from Naviera GV that plies the 

route from the port of Valparaiso to Rapa Nui has a carrying capacity of 997 tonnes and 1,600 cubic 

metres and transports goods to the Island around nine times per year (see Section 12 – Mobility). The 

main restriction upon materials supply chains arises from the lack of port facilities that requires the 

cargo of the Naviera GV to be carried by barge to the Island from the shipped moored offshore. The 

maximum length of loads carried by the barge is 12 m – roughly equivalent to the length of a 40 ft 

shipping container. 

Two channels to materials supply are available using this sea shipment route. Construction clients and 

contractors are able to purchase materials, components and equipment on mainland Chile or abroad 

and arrange for consignments to be transported to the Island through the usual shipping route. In 

addition to such individual (often project-based supply chains), importation of materials to Rapa Nui 

and local distribution is undertaken by three large merchants (including one associated with the 

shipping company) and several smaller merchants. The range of materials and components available 

in local markets is thus limited by purchasing strategies of a small group of merchants. 

Alongside imported manufactured materials, several indigenous building materials are available. Un-

milled eucalyptus timber is used primarily for decorative structural elements. Aggregate for concrete 

is available from a single quarry, although reports suggest that supply is increasingly restricted to use 

by authorities for maintenance of the airport runway. Un-dressed stones, particularly basaltic scoria, 

are used for non-structural applications. 

Beyond supply chain and distribution limitations, the range of building materials employed on the 

Island is also a function of availability of construction skills. Widespread use of timber for structural 

and envelope applications suggests availability of carpentry skills. Reliance of domestic buildings in 

particular upon lightweight construction methods, including timber or lightweight steel frames and 

fibre cement cladding, might suggest a lack of masonry skills and/or limited availability of cement.  
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11.1 Floor 

Primary floor structure systems appear to typically be comprised of steel reinforced concrete – in the 

form of pad, strip footing and, to a lesser extent, floor slabs. For floors comprising pad or strip footings, 

primary floor structures also commonly incorporate timber posts in dressed (milled/sawn) or 

undressed (rough sawn) form. Secondary structures of floors appear typically to use dressed timber 

beams and joists. Data from the Population and Household Census (see Figure 11.1) describes a range 

of floor finishes including: timber boards, ceramic tiles, parquet, and carpet. 

 

Figure 11.1 Floor materials recorded in the Population and Household Census [1]. 

11.2 Wall 

For domestic structures including housing and basic commercial buildings, primary wall structures 

appear to commonly be comprised of timber or load-bearing concrete masonry blocks. Timber 

employed in wall structural systems includes rough-sawn logs that appear to regularly be used as 

columns. Where walls are framed with timber, timber cladding and fibre-cement sheet commonly 

form the building envelope. For industrial buildings, corrugated, galvanised steel sheet is commonly 

used for wall envelopes. Large commercial buildings and the few institutional buildings on the Island 

appear to employ standard construction materials and techniques: reinforced concrete structures 

with concrete masonry block infill. In some buildings, engineered timber has been used for primary 

structural systems. 

 

Figure 11.2 Wall materials recorded in the Population and Household Census [1]. 

Floor construction material %

Parquet, floating floor, ceramic, wood, carpet, flex, floor cover or 

similar, on railing or wooden beams

   2 105 86,9%

Radier without coating     132 5,4%

Cement tile     124 5,1%

Cement layer on ground     52 2,1%

Earth     10 0,4%

Total    2 423 100,0%

Material of the outer walls %
Reinforced concrete     278 11,4%

Masonry: block of cement, stone or brick     662 27,2%

Wall lined on both sides (wood or steel)    1 295 53,2%

Partition without interior lining (wood or other)     162 6,7%

Adobe, mud, quincha, pirca or other traditional craft     14 0,6%

Precarious materials (tin, cardboard, plastic, etc.)     23 0,9%

Total    2 434 100,0%
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11.3 Roof 

As with wall framing, roof frames of domestic buildings appear typically to be of timber. Timber trusses 

appear to be used for larger roof spans. For industrial buildings, steel trusses, perhaps assembled from 

pre-fabricated members, are apparent. Galvanised corrugated steel sheet appears to be the most 

common roof envelope material. In addition, asphalt membranes, perhaps laid on timber panels, were 

observed. Data from the Household and Population Census indicates that clay tiles are commonly used 

as roofing. 

 

Figure 11.3 Roof materials recorded in the Population and Household Census [1]. 

11.4 Doors and windows  

Door and window frames and typically fabricated from timber. Aluminium profiles are also commonly 

used. It is unclear whether timber and aluminium door and window frames are fabricated on the 

island, or imported prefabricated. Door panels appear to most commonly be of timber. The range of 

glass available on the Island is unclear. At least one glass store is available, supplying thin float glass 

panes and mirrors cut to specified dimensions. 

11.5 Finishes 

External wall finishes commonly used on Rapa Nui include timber cladding, stone cladding 

(prefabricated panels) and paint. 

11.6 References 

[1] INE Chile, Censo de Población y Vivienda 2017, (2017). 

 

Material on the roof cover %

Tiles or tiles made of clay, metal, cement, wood, asphalt or plastic     245 10,1%

Concrete slab     4 0,2%

Metal sheets of zinc, copper, etc. or fiber cement (Pizarro type)    2 159 88,8%

Fiberglass or felt plate     7 0,3%

Precarious materials (tin, cardboard, plastics, etc.)     15 0,6%

Without solid roof cover     1 0,0%

Total    2 431 100,0%


